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ABSTRACT

Previous work in. theta pinch implosions is ,

characterized by anomalous resistivity owing its origin to plasma

instabilities. A diametrically opposite collisionless model is

proposed here that consists of an inhomogeneous wave equation.

The electron velocities are solved by guiding center approximation.

This.model offers qualitative explanations to various effects

like experimental Alfven scaling law, Alfven penetration time,

sheath thickness, shock formation, shock width, piston thickness,

Alfven Maeh number- Although collision is not essential, the

plasma has an apparent resistivity with an effective collision

frequency of roughly the same as those anomalous ones used in

turbulent model. (
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I. INTRODUCTION

In theta pinch studies, there are many phenomena that

defy classical explanations, In parallel configuration, most

well-known is the anomalous resistivity effect which leads

to a field diffusion at a rate much faster than that predicted

by Spitzer-HaVm resistivity' '.As a result, this anomalous

sheath thickness led to the self-consistent turbulent

theory* * * * * ' and the development of many fluid and

hybrid numerical codes^7'8'9'10*. Less known is the Alfven

scaling law* ' ' for the penetration time. In anti-parallel

configuration, there are phenomena like the existence of

non-thermal fast electrons* '', piston width, shock

formation*11»12»13*14) and Alfven Mach number. Anomalous

resistivity models fail to explain the shock formation because

singular current is not considered. Here, we propose a new

formulation using a two-fluid model. Collisions are not

essential. The electron fluid is*considered to be well

magnetized so that radial component of momentum equation

determines azimuthal velocity and vice versa. Our model leads

to a wave equation for the magnetic pressure. This allows us

to give' simple logical explanations to those phenomena mentioned

above that agree with experiments both in scaling and in

absolute value.
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II. PARALLEL CONFIGURATION AND A COLLISIONLESS WAVE MODEL

We first write down the fluid equation for electrons

and Ions 1n cylindrical coordinates, azimuthal symmetry 1s

assumed and all variables depend on r only. The direction

of the imploding magnetic field defines the positive z.

av s1
r

) (.V

With the static bias field parallel to the pulsed field, the

electrons are well magnetized, that is to say <o << ft and

r << L where o> is pulse frequency, r is electron 1 armor

radius, L is typical scale length like plasma radius. However,

the ions violate either one of the conditions in most theta

pinches in the imploding phase, although they can be considered

magnetized in the equilibrium phase. We neglect the convective

term and curvature effect in eq. (1,2), this approximation

1s valid if the wave velocity is larger than radial fluid

velocity.,We shall show in the following that the magnetic

pressure obeys an inhomogeneous wave equation with variable

coefficient. Solving eq. (1,2) for eleetrons with guiding

center motion and neglecting electron inertia, we have

' B7 (eneEr
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V e r - -gfi (3b,

This means that V e 6 is driven by the electric drift plus diamag-

netic effect. We like to point out that eq. (3a) determines

electron current and therefore takes the place of ohm's law.

Also notice that V Q comes from the radial component of the

fluid equation and V comes from the azimuthal component.

The ion velocities are given by eq. (1,2) through direct

integration since ions are not magnetized. Quaswieutrality

requires V^r = V g r, this gives

CE
Vir

V i 0 - 0 . (4b)

The Maxwell's equations give

„- •

1 4ir ,
= " T °e

(^)--^ (6)

Using eq. (3a,5), we get a pressure balance equation

e ne Er a " 37

Taking a partial time derivative on eq. (4a) and using eq. (7)

to eliminate E r, we get
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B 2

pi 3t B. 3r 8TT
 pe pi *oa'

Substituting E_ from eq. (6), we can rewrite eq. (8a) as

W (A f pI

We apply the operator ( 7 ^ >") on b© t n side assuming p.., B

vary gradually and interchange the order of spatial and temporal

operators, we have an inhomogeneous wave equation

(8b)

where 7 is the radial part of the cylindrical Laplacian

operator.

Comments on Other Models

Before we close this section, we would like to comment

on previous theta pinch formulations. In one fluid model^ ' ',

one usually sums eq. (1) for electron and ion fluids to

eliminate E r

d V r 1 8p
p dl~ = c J e B " ar' ' (9a)

and from the e l e c t r o n fluid of eq. (2) with c o l l i s i o n term one

gets ohm's law

Je " 7: VB)

• • % •
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where o is scalar plasma conductivity, either anomalous or

classical. The major difference is that, in our model, electron

velocities are solved by guiding center approximation which

means that the electron fluid is magnetized. Eq. (1,2) do not

imply that the fluid is magnetized whereas eq. (3a,3b) do.

An Ohm's law of eq. (9b) does not mean that the electron fluid is

magnetized. In two-fluid model' ', the radial electric field is

solved through Poisson's equation and quasi-linear theory is

k'sed to evaluate turbulent electrostatic modes. The contribution

of ref. (6) is in the evaluation of anomalous resistivity. The

anomalous effects could as easily be introduced, phenomenologically,

in the one-fluid model, since the two models are, otherwise,,

fundamentally equivalent. In hybrid model V ' ' , with Vlasov

ions and fluid electrons, ion trajectories are solved numerically

from its equation of motion. However, Ohm's law of the form

of eq. (9b) is still commo-ily used to describe electron

fluid as-, for example, in ref. (8). , In ref. (7), when the

code is applied to theta pinch, vts Ohm's law also reduces

to that of eq. (9bj. Using eq. (5,6,9b), neglecting Vr> one

gets essentially a diffusion equation

4ira
III ££
3rJ " 3t

which is in strong contrast to eq. (8b).
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III. ALPVEN SCALING, PENETRATION TIME AND SHEATH THICKNESS

The Alfven velocity scaling of field penetration has

been observed by Bengtson, Marsh, Robson, Kapetanakos" ' and

numerically studied by Tsui, Oakes* ' using a MHD model.

In ref. (15), the Alfven scaling was calibrated phenomenologic-

ally with B», where B» is the maximum value of the pulsed field.

In eq. (8b), the Alfven velocity enters as the characteristic

velocity of the wave equation; Also our Alfven time using

initial plasma density and B = B»/2 agrees quite well with
no i g OS}

penetration time observed in various experiments* ' ' '.

In table I, the theoretical value is calculated with electron

density at the center. This tends to give a larger x. In

large machines with r = 10 cm or more, as in ref. (19), it

is common that, density varies by. a factor of 10 along the

radius which gives a faster penetration on the outside, and

therefore a smaller T. In small machines with r = 5 cm, as

in ref. (18,28), density does not vary too much, however the

cylindrical convergence effect helps to reduce x. This

explains the consistently lower estimate of theory in table I.

It is well known that the sheath thickness of the

imploding magnetic field or equivalents the width of the

current layer, is well above its classical collisionless limit

of (c/w ). Experiments*11* ' have shown that it can be as

much as 50 times larger. It is generally believed that

instabilities in the sheath region cause its broadening^ 3' 5' 2 0).
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We give a qualitative estimate of the sheath thickness using

our model. Since the magnetic pressure is governed by a wave

equation, the sheath thickness is given by

ALsheath s V B

where VA is the Alfven velocity and T B is the rise time of

the magnetic field. This gives a scaling of

ALsheath = ( ni TB ) co~ '

which is in agreement with experiment, since the factor

g) is about of the order of unity.

The characteristic Alfven velocity of the wave

equation can cause profile steepening in theta pinches where

initial density profile varies substantially radially. In

these cases, disturbance at the outer r-adius, where density

is lower and magnetic field is higher, catches up with the

disturbance ahead, and chus steepens the profile. The measure-

ment in the parallel configuration of ref. (12) clearly shows

this structure. The formation of piston front and shock wave

in anti-parallel configuration, however, is caused by a

different effect. This will be discussed later.
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IV. ANTI-PARALLEL CONFIGURATION AND NON-THERMAL FAST ELECTRON

In anti-parallel configuration, there is a singular

layer where B = 0 and where eq. (3a,3b) are not valid. We

need to supplement our model with an additional electron

current. Across the singular layer, the magnetic field changes

sign and thus electrons gyrate in opposite sense. Those with

sufficient perpendicular energy will cross from one side

to the other and see a reversed field which guides them in

the opposite sense. As a result, these electrons can traverse

the layer periodically and give rise to a singular current.

Je « " e ne Vthe <10>

This type of electron motion has been first pointed out by

Al'fypnf23) in e W t v n n heam <:t.nrH P S (24 >25 * 2 6 ) . Recaiise nf the

periodic .notion, the E-0 field accelerates the singular

electrons to become non-thermal-fast electrons. These fast

electrons will be magnetized later on by the trailing magnetic

field behind the piston. This can be an important heating

mechanism. Non-thermal fast electrons have been detected

experimentally^ 1 6' 1 7). It was believed in ref. (17) that the

microwave.emission was originated from the interaction of

longitudinal modes of the turbulent plasma by wave-wave

scattering. Ref. (16) concluded that the X-ray intensity

increased as the initial plasma density decreased and no

X-ray emission was observed in parallel configuration. It was,

therefore, suggested in ref. (16) that the singular layer

could play an instrumental role since plasma parameters were
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not that much different in both configurations. We evaluate

the fast electron energy with eq. (lla) of the following

section using the experimental shock width of ref. (16). The

result is presented in table II for the case of V . = 60 KV.

The other case of V . = 30 KV is not analysed because a

piston was not yet formed.
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V- SHOCK FORMATION AND ALF7EN MACH NUMBER

The current of eq. (10) plays a vital role in shock

formation, where the bias field is being compressed to form a

deep well ahead of the piston field as if to conserve total

fliix. This effect has been reported, for example, by

Goldenbaum* 1 1); De Silva, Dove, Spalding^12^, Chiang^ 1 4),

Commisso, Grienr' ' etc. Previous theories using either

anomalous or enhanced resistivity' ' * • ' * ' can only describe

the diffusion time but the shock forming mechanism is absent

because eq. (10) is not considered. Using eq. (10), the magnetic

front steepens up according to eq. (5) and thus a well is

formed. The thickness of the piston, from orbit consideration,

should be of the order of electron larmor radius with the local

parameters.

A L - - J T * ' (lla)
Ve

Experimentally, AL decreases, as predicted by eq. (lla), as

the imploding magnetic field grows in t i m e * 1 1 » 1 2 » 1 3 » 1 4 ) m Using

eq. (5,10) we can estimate independently the width Ar of

the magnetic piston. Taking AB = 2B W,

ZU 2
Ar > - 2 — s — c

c ^ (llb)
V Vee

Assuming Ar = AL, we have a scaling between shock amplitude

B w and electron temperature where B w is the field at the bottom

of the well.
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^ - < ^ (12a)
V ~ c

Substituting eq. (12a) into eq. (lla), we recover the

experimentally established stead state piston widthv '.

(12b)

It is, at first sight, a little surprising that the piston

width of eq. (12b) does not depend on magnetic field and

temperature since both eq. (lla,lib) depend on them. However,

according to eq. (lla), an electron with high temperature

reaches deeper into the magnetic field on both sides of the

singular layer. On the other hand, according to eq. (lib),

higher temperature gives larger current that steepens the

magnetic gradient so that the field the electrons reach to is

now closer to the singular layer. A1 steady state piston width

is not trivial to establish"experimentally because the radius

of the plasma may be too small so that the imploding field

reaches to the center before a steady state piston is formed,

or the rise time of the magnetic field may be too slow, and

plasma density.may be too low, etc. When a steady state does

occur during the implosion, the magnitude of magnetic field

should be about the same on both sides of the singular layer.

Table III gives a comparison of predicted value and measured

width. The density at r = 0 is used in calculating the pre-

dicted piston width which usually gives a lower estimate.

Preheat voltage of 60 KV is chosen in ref. (16). Table-III

shows in both cases the piston width is near its predicted
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minimum width. This verifies the consistency of the non-thsrmal

fast electron estimation of ref. (16) in table II.

The width of the shock wave formed ahead of the

piston field can be estimated conveniently. The singular current

causes a magnetic well in the anti-biased field. This magnetic

well propagates according to eq. (8b). The bias field, that

is anti-parallel to the imploding field, is parallel to the

shock field and therefore the shock width should scale as the

sheath width in parallel configuration, namely

ALshock * <VB>. ^ •

After we have treated the shock formation according

to the singular current picture, let us estimate the related

parameter of Alfven Mach number which is defined as the ratio

of shock velocity V$ and the Alfven velocity of bias

field, V Q A • *n our m o d e l » • • •

V.

"UMM^M

S

where Bz is some characteristic value of the magnetic field in

the shock front. This gives a Mach number

B0

A comparison is made in table IV with shock measurements in

theta pinches by Goldenbaum^11»12^.
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VI- EQUIVALENT RESISTIVITY

Both experimentally and theoretically it was pointed

out that if the implosion were treated by collisional process,

then the effective collision frequency would have to be of the

order of ion plasma frequency* 4' 5' 6' 1 1» 1 2> 2 9). in order to

resolve the ambiguity between previous work using anomalous

collision and our model where collision is important only in

plasma heating, we estimate the "apparent" effective collision

frequency. Let us define the apparent conductivity as the

ratio of 0 Q and E Q. Using eq. (3a,7), we have

J 2

, = _1 - . _i_n _L J_ _L i° I d3)
Japp F^ mefie 1 ^ en 3r l«- l l ' ° '

From eq. (6), EQ can be written as

where * i s the magnet ic f l u x . Eq. (13) becomes

- _i!n_L _L [B2] _!_!£
app ~ mene en 9r [Wj 2irrc 3t

Approximating

_L fl£l / I * ~ A B¥ /A(BTrr2) _B_ AB / -
3r [8TTJ / 3t " Ar / At 4ir Ar / r

Ttr2 AB
At

B 1
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where the last step is based on the Alfven velocity of eq.

(8b). We reduce o a p p to

. e n 2c c
V p i VAe rwpe

where VA is the Alfven velocity with electron mass. The effective

collision frequency is therefore

(14a)

VAe ro)
Dewhere a = -£=• •—Jp- , or

v e f f * P ( B ^ ) " * (14b)

rw,
where g =

since some experiments expressed tneir effective collision .

frequency in terms of lower hybrid' frequency. Some values of

a and 3 are shown in.table V. Initial density is used for

ref. (12,15) and whereas some characteristic magnetic field

is used for ref. (11,19), This shows that when the theta pinch

is considered from a resistive diffusion model, it behaves as

if an anomalous collision frequency of eq. (14a,14b) is at

work. Eq. (14a,14b) are valid for parallel configuration since

the current in eq. (13) does not include singular current. In

order to compare anomalous collision frequency in anti-parallel

case, let us take the singular current for Jo

o

°fl • r2
app " 1T^ " I?r (AB/At)r
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where (AB/Ar) is the gradient of magnetic field across the

piston widths (AB/At)r is the rate of change of magnetic field

in the region ahead of the piston. The effective collision

frequency is

v e f f - O ' V (15)

where

« - !!!i r_ /ABx / ,ABta s m 2C
Z
 "P1* '^t'r / W ' p

In the case of post-implosion phase^ ', which will be discussed

later, the piston width is

and therefore

r (AB)

Table VI compares a1 with measurements of ref. (13). The average

magnetic fields ahead of the piston are roughly estimated as

5 KGz, 4 KGz, 5 KGz, 4 KGz, 2 KGz at 500 ns, 600 ns, 800 ns,

1000 ns, 1500 ns respectively. ,
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VII. ION DYNAMICS OF POST-IMPLOSION PHASE PLASMA

The basic feature in our collisionless model is that

the electron and ion fluids are solved differently. This is

correct in the implosion phase. However, in post-implosion

phase, when the plasma has already been well permeated by the

implosion field, ions can be magnetized. They begin to play

a different role. For example, in anti-parallel configuration
/13 29)with large (= 10 KGz) compressed bias and implosion fields* * ',

the piston width can change from (2c/tu ) to (2c/oi . ) . The

ions play the same role as the electrons play in singular

current and shock width. It was noticed by Comisso and Griem

in ref. (13) the close scaling of piston width and (c/u> .) in

their experiment in the post-implosion phase. The result of

.their comparison is shown in table VII. Ion temperature can be

estimated, just like in the electron case, by

which is an equivalent of eq. (12a).

VIII. PLASMA HEATING

«

Finally, let us consider the heating problem. In

parallel configuration, the plasma is initially ohmically heated,

This by itself plus adiabatic heating cannot account for the

final electron temperature since coulomb collision decreases

rapidly with increasing temperature. On the other hand, no theta
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pinch is fully ionized. Electron neutral collision, which

increases with temperature, should be included. This provides

a minimum ohmic heating, Previously, electron neutral collision

has not been considered usually since even if it were included

in diffusion model, it would not be enough to account for the

diffusive magnetic profile. Now that, we believe, field

penetration is not caused by diffusion, the role of electron

neutral collision, which has been studied by Tsui, Oakes' ,' ',

should be reassessed. In anti-parallel configuration, experiments

have indicated a higher electron temperature, which may be the

result of magnetization of the non-thermal fast electrons by the

trailing piston field.

IX. CONCLUSION
t

The strength of our co-llisionless wave model rests

in the fact that a whole spectrum of theta pinch phenomena

can be explained logically without any anomalous assumption.

The apparent resistivity suggests that if one were treating

the problem with a diffusion model, one would need an

anomalous collision frequency.
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Table I

Comparison of Alfven velocity with measured penetration velocity.
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5.6

Table II

Comparison of non-thermal fast electron in anti-parallel configuration with
X-ray measurement.
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Table III
Comparison of steady state piston width with experimental result.
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Table IV

Comparison of Alfven Mach number and shock v e l i c i t y wi th experiment.
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Table V
Comparison of effective collision frequency from apparent conductivity with
experimentally interpreted anomalous collision'frequency in parallel config-
uration.
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Table VI
Comparison of effective collision frequency from apparent conductivity with
experimentally interpreted anomalous collision frequency in anti-parallel
configuration.
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1.90 x 10"2

Table VII .

Comparison of sheath thickness with ion plasma skin depth.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table I. Comparison of Alfven velocity with measured
penetration velocity.

Table II. Comparison of non-thermal fast electron in anti-
-parallel configuration with X-ray measurement.

Table III. Comparison of steady state piston width with
experimental result. '

Table IV. Comparison of Alfvsn Mach number and shock velocity
with experiment.

Table V. Comparison of effective collision frequency from
apparent conductivity with experimentally
interpreted anomalous collision frequency in parallel
configuration.

Table VI. Comparison of effect!ve,col 1ision frequency from
apparent conductivity witii -experimentally interpreted
anomalous collision frequency in anti-parallel
configuration.

Table VII. Comparison of sheath thickness with ion plasma skin
depth.


